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ABSTRACT
We study the kinematical properties of galaxies in the Epoch of Reionization via the
[C II]158� m line emission. The line pro�le provides information on the kinematics as well as
structural properties such as the presence of a disk and satellites. To understand how these
properties are encoded in the line pro�le, �rst we develop analytical models from which we
identify disk inclination and gas turbulent motions as the key parameters a�ecting the line
pro�le. To gain further insights, we use �Althæa�, a highly-resolved (30 pc) simulated proto-
typical Lyman Break Galaxy, in the redshift rangez = 6� 7, when the galaxy is in a very active
assembling phase. Based on morphology, we select three main dynamical stages: I) Merger ,
II) Spiral Disk, and III) Disturbed Disk. We identify spectral signatures of merger events, spiral
arms, and extra-planar �ows in I), II), and III), respectively. We derive a generalised dynamical
mass vs. [CII]-line FWHM relation. If precise information on the galaxy inclination is (not)
available, the returned mass estimate is accurate within a factor2 (4). A Tully-Fisher relation
is found for the observed high-z galaxies, i.e.L»CII¼/ ¹ FWHMº1:80� 0:35 for which we provide
a simple, physically-based interpretation. Finally, we perform mock ALMA simulations to
check the detectability of [CII]. When seen face-on, Althæa is always detected at> 5� ; in the
edge-on case it remains undetected because the larger intrinsic FWHM pushes the line peak
�ux below detection limit. This suggests that some of the reported non-detections might be
due to inclination e�ects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Answering the fundamental questions related to the formation,
build-up, and mass assembly of galaxies is one of the main goals
of modern astrophysics. The �rst stars and galaxies formed when
the di�use baryonic gas in the Intergalactic Medium (IGM) was
able to collapse into the potential well of the dark matter halos in
the early universe. The ultraviolet (UV) radiation produced by these
�rst sources ionised the hydrogen atoms in the surrounding IGM.
This process, called cosmic reionization (Madau et al. 1999; Gnedin
2000; Barkana & Loeb 2001), took about 1 billion years to reach
completion atz � 6 (Fan et al. 2006; McGreer et al. 2011). After the
formation of �rst sources, as time progressed, those objects grad-
ually evolved, merging with their neighbours and accreting large
quantities of gaseous fuel from a �lamentary IGM. Then, through
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a combination of galaxy-galaxy mergers, rapid star formation, and
secular evolution, the morphology of those galaxies transformed
into what is observed locally. Both observationally and theoreti-
cally, understanding the details of the assembly process has proven
very challenging as the internal structure of these system should be
resolved.

Integral �eld spectroscopy and adaptive optics technology have
enabled us to obtain diagnostic spectra of spatial regions resolved on
scales of roughly� 1 kpcat intermediate redshifts (z � 2� 3). These
remarkable experiments revealed that such galaxies have irregular
and clumpy morphologies while their velocity structures are often
consistent with rotating disks (Genzel et al. 2011; Förster Schreiber
et al. 2018; Leung et al. 2019). The question remains if the situation
is the same for the galaxies at even higher redshifts.

Over the last few years, observations have also managed to
probe galaxies at progressively higher redshifts (for a recent review
see Dayal & Ferrara 2018), producing a �rst, albeit partial, census
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